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Abstract

In an earlier paper we introduced a new quadric metric for simplifying triangle meshes using the edge
collapse operation. The quadric measures both the geometric accuracy of the simplified mesh surface and
the fidelity of appearance fields defined on the surface (such as normals or colors). The minimization of this
quadric metric involves solving a linear system of size(3+m)×(3+m), wherem is the number of distinct
appearance attributes. The system has onlyO(m) nonzero entries, so it can be solved inO(m2) time using
traditional sparse solvers such as the method of conjugate gradients. In this short addendum, we show that
the special structure of the sparsity permits the system to be solved inO(m) time.

1 Introduction

Complex triangle meshes arise naturally in many areas of computer graphics and visualization. In an earlier
paper [2], we introduced a new quadric metric for simplifying such meshes using the edge collapse operation
(Figure 1). The quadric measures both the geometric accuracy of the simplified mesh surface and the fidelity
of appearance attributes defined on the surface (e.g. normals, colors).

Let m be the number of appearance attributes defined at the mesh vertices. Thusm = 3 for a mesh
with (r, g, b) colors, andm = 6 for a mesh with both colors and normals. The particular quadric introduced
in [2] has the nice property of consisting of a sparse matrix with onlyO(m) nonzero entries.

For a given edge collapse, the optimal position and attributes of the resulting vertex are those that mini-
mize the quadric functional. This minimization requires solving a linear system formed by the sparse matrix.
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Figure 1: Edge collapse transformation.

In this short addendum, we show that the special structure of the sparse matrix allows the minimization to
be solved in onlyO(m) time.

2 Quadric metric definition

Each mesh vertex has a geometric positionp ∈ R3 and a set ofm scalar attributes denoted bys ∈ Rm.
These two elements form a column vectorv = ( p

s ) ∈ R3+m.

For a given edge collapse, the quadric errorQv(v) at the resulting vertexv is defined as the sum of the
quadrics defined by the facesF i+1 prior to the edge collapse. That is,

Qv(v) =
∑

f∈F i+1

area(f) · Qf (v) , (1)

whereF i+1 are the faces adjacent to eitherv1 or v2 (see Figure 1), and the optional area(f) factors weigh
the faces by their respective areas.

The quadricQf (v) associated with each face is constructed based on the positions(p1,p2,p3) and at-
tributes(s1, s2, s3) at the three vertices of the face (see [2] for details). Letn be the face normal,g1, . . . ,gm

be the gradients of the attributes over the face, and the scalarsd, d1, . . . , dm be defined byd = nTp0 and
dj = gT

j p0 − s0,j . (Note that each gradientgj ∈ R3 is a vector within the plane of the face, and that by
construction,d = nTp1 = nTp2 anddj = gT

j p1 − s1,j = gT
j p2 − s2,j.) Then,

Qf (v) = vTAv + 2bTv + c ,

with

A =




nnT +
∑

j gjgT
j −g1 · · · −gm

−gT
1

... I

−gT
m




, b =




dn +
∑

j djgj

−d1

...

−dm




, c = d2 +
∑

j d2
j .

Thus,A is a(3+m)×(3+m) symmetric matrix,b is a column vector of size3+m, andc is a scalar. The
first 3 rows and first 3 columns ofA are dense, but the remainingm × m submatrix is the identity matrix.
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As a result,Qf (v) can be represented using exactly10 + 4m coefficients, which is linear on the numberm
of appearance attributes.

To form the quadricQv at the vertex (see Equation 1), the corresponding entries of(A,b, c) of the face
quadricsQf are added together. Thus the matrixA for the vertex quadricQv has the form

A =

(
C B
BT αI

)

whereC is a 3 × 3 matrix andI is still the m × m identity matrix. The additional degree of freedom
α =

∑
f∈F i+1 area(f) brings the total number of coefficients to11 + 4m.

3 Quadric metric minimization

After an edge collapse, the vertex positionvmin minimizingQv(v) is found where the gradient (∇Qv(v) =
2Av + 2b) equals zero, which is obtained by solving the linear system

Avmin = −b .

The matrixA for a face quadricQf is rank-deficient; in fact, it has rankm + 1. The intuition is that
Qf (v) = 0 if the position ofv lies anywhere in the plane containing the facef and the attributes ofv
exactly extrapolate those of the face vertices. However, the matrixA for the vertex quadricQv, formed
by summing the quadricsQf of its neighboring faces (Equation 1), has full rank if at least 3 of those
neighboring faces have linearly independent normals.

Since the matrixA is sparse, the system can be solved iteratively using conjugate gradients inO(m2)
time.

But in fact, the special structure of the sparse matrix allows the system to be solved inO(m) time, as
shown next. With the block partition ofA introduced above, the system can be rewritten as(

C B
BT αI

)(
pmin

smin

)
=

(
b1

b2

)
.

In the above system, pre-multiply the last set ofm rows by−B/α and add the result to the first set of 3
rows. The result is

(C − 1
α
BBT )pmin = b1 − 1

α
Bb2

which is a symmetric3 × 3 linear system. Solve this system to obtain the optimal vertex positionpmin.
Then, back-substitute into the last set ofm rows to obtain the optimal vertex attributessmin:

smin =
1
α

(b2 − BTpmin) .

Solving the3 × 3 linear system takes only constant time. ComputingBBT andBb2, and back-substituting
to computesmin both requireO(m) time.
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4 Volume preservation

Our earlier paper [2] showed that simplification could be guaranteed to preserve the overall mesh volume
by adding a linear constraintgT

V OL p + dV OL = 0 on the vertex positionp for each edge collapse. This
linear constraint is easily achieved using a Lagrange multiplier, which adds one more row and column to the
system [1]. OurO(m) solution scheme extends trivially to this case by growingC to be a4 × 4 submatrix
that includes this Lagrange multiplier constraint.

5 Implementation results

We have implemented the quadric metric minimization using anO(m3) general linear system solver, and
our newO(m) scheme. For the case of meshes with both normals and colors (i.e.m = 6), we find that our
new scheme is about 2.5 times faster than the general solver on a 750 MHz Pentium III PC.
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